
Evolution

WHAT IN its principle and scope is the force of evolu-
tion and how does it work out in the world?

The theory of evolution has been the key-note
of the thought of the nineteenth century. It has not only af-
fected all its science and its thought-attitude, but powerfully
influenced its moral temperament, its politics and its society.
Without it there could not have been that entire victory of the
materialistic notion of life and the universe which has been
the general characteristic of the age that is now passing, —
a victory which for a time even claimed to be definitive, —
nor such important corollary effects of this great change as
the failure of the religious spirit and the breaking-up of re-
ligious beliefs. In society and politics it has led to the sub-
stitution of the evolutionary for the moral idea of progress
and the consequent materialisation of social ideas and social
progress, the victory of the economic man over the idealist.
The scientific dogma of heredity, the theory of the quite recent
emergence of the civilised thinking human animal, the popu-
lar notion of the all-pervading struggle for life and the aid it
has given to an exaggerated development of the competitive
instinct, the idea of the social organism and the aid it has
given to the contrary development of economic socialism and
the increasing victory of the organised State or community over
the free individual, — all these are outflowings from the same
source.

The materialistic view of the world is now rapidly collapsing
and with it the materialistic statement of the evolution theory
must disappear. Modern European thought progresses with a
vertiginous rapidity. If it is Teutonic in its fidelity of observation
and its tendency to laborious systematisation, it has also another
side, Celtic-Hellenic, a side of suppleness, mobility, readiness for
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rapid change, insatiable curiosity. It does not allow the same
thought, the same system to exercise for very long a secure em-
pire; it is in haste to question, to challenge, to reject, to remould,
to discover new and opposite truths, to venture upon other ex-
periments. At present this spirit of questioning has not attacked
the evolution theory at its centre, but it is visibly preparing to
give it a new form and meaning.

The general idea of evolution was the filiation of each suc-
cessive form or state of things to that which preceded it, its
appearance by a process of outbringing or deploying of some
possibility prepared and even necessitated by previous states
and previous tendencies. Not only does a form contain the seed
of the form that reproduces it, but also the seed of the possible
new form that varies from it. By successive progression a world-
system evolves out of the nebula, a habitable planet appears in
an uninhabitable system, protoplasmic life emerges by some yet
unknown process out of Matter, the more developed grows out
of the less developed organism. The fish and the creeping thing
are the descendants of the plasm, the biped and quadruped trace
back to the fish and reptile, man is a quadruped of the genus
Ape who has learned to walk erect on two legs and has divested
himself of characteristics unsuited to his new mode of life and
progression. Force in Matter is the unconscious Goddess who
has worked these miracles by her inherent principle of natural
adaptation and in the organism by the additional machinery
of heredity; by natural selection those species which reproduce
new characteristics developed by adaptation to the environment
and favourable to survival, tend to propagate themselves and
remain; others fall back in the race of life and disappear.

Such were once the salient ideas; but some of them and not
the least important are now questioned. The idea of the struggle
for life tends to be modified and even denied; it is asserted that, at
least as popularly understood, it formed no real part of Darwin-
ism. This modification is a concession to reviving moralistic and
idealistic tendencies which seek for a principle of love as well as a
principle of egoism in the roots of life. Equally important are the
conclusion arrived at by some investigators into the phenomena
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of heredity that acquired characteristics are not handed down to
the posterity and the theory that it is chiefly predispositions that
are inherited; for by these modifications the process of evolution
begins to wear a less material and mechanical aspect; its source
and the seat of its motive power are shifted to that which is least
material, most psychical in Matter. Finally, the first idea of a
slow and gradual evolution is being challenged by a new theory
of evolution through sudden and rapid outbursts; and again we
pass from the sense of an obvious superficial machinery and all-
sufficient material necessity to profundities whose mystery is yet
to be fathomed.

In themselves, indeed, these modifications would not be
radical. Their importance lies in their synchronism with a great
resurgence, in new forms, of old ideas that had been submerged
by the materialistic wave. Theories of vitalism, idealistic tenden-
cies of thought, which were supposed to have been slain by the
march of physical Science, now arise, dispute the field and find
their account in every change of scientific generalisation which
at all opens the way to their own expansion and reassertion. In
what respects then is it likely that the evolution theory will be
found deficient by the wider and more complex thought of the
future and compelled to undergo essential changes?

In the first place, the materialistic theory of evolution starts
from the Sankhya position that all world is a development out
of indeterminate Matter by Nature-Force, but it excludes the
Silent Cause of the Sankhyas, the Purusha or observant and re-
flective Soul. Hence it conceives the world as a sort of automatic
machine which has somehow happened. No intelligent cause,
no aim, no raison d’être, but simply an automatic deployment,
combination, chance self-adaptation of means to end without
any knowledge or intention in the adaptation. This is the first
paradox of the theory and its justification must be crushing and
conclusive if it is to be finally accepted by the human mind.

Again, Force in indeterminate Matter without any Con-
scious-Soul being all the beginning and all the material of things,
Mind, Life and Consciousness can only be developments out of
Matter and even only operations of Matter. They cannot be at
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all things in themselves, different from Matter or in the last
degree independent of it. This is the second paradox and the
point at which the theory has eventually failed to establish itself.
More and more the march of knowledge leads towards the view
that the three are different forms of Force, each with its own
characteristics and proper method of action, each reacting upon
the other and enriching its forms by the contact.

An idea has even begun to dawn that there is not a single cre-
ation but a triple, material, vital and mental; it may be regarded
as a composite of three worlds, as it were, interpenetrating each
other. We are led back to the old Vedic idea of the triple world
in which we live. And we may reasonably forecast that when
its operations are examined from this new standpoint, the old
Vedic knowledge will be justified that it is one Law and Truth
acting in all, but very differently formulated according to the
medium in which the work proceeds and its dominant principle.
The same gods exist on all the planes and maintain the same
essential laws, but with a different aspect and mode of working
and to ever wider results.

If this be the truth, then the action of evolution must be other
than has been supposed. For example the evolution of Life in
Matter must have been produced and governed not by a mate-
rial principle, but by a Life-Principle working in and upon the
conditions of Matter and applying to it its own laws, impulses,
necessities. This idea of a mighty Life, other than the material
Principle, working in it and upon it has begun to dominate the
advanced thought of Europe. The other idea of a still mightier
Mind working in Life and upon it has not yet made sufficient
way because the investigation of the laws of Mind is still in its
groping infancy.

Again, the materialist theory supposes a rigid chain of ma-
terial necessity; each previous condition is a coordination of so
many manifest forces and conditions; each resulting condition
is its manifest result. All mystery, all element of the incalculable
disappears. If we can completely analyse the previous conditions
and discover their general law, we can be sure of the subse-
quent result, as in the case of an eclipse or an earthquake. For
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all is manifestation which is the logical result of a previous
manifestation.

Once more the conclusion is too simple and trenchant; the
world is more complex. Besides the manifest causes there are
those that are unmanifest or latent and not subject to our anal-
ysis or come from behind or above and cannot be calculated
and forecast though by a higher revelatory Knowledge they may
be foreseen. This element increases as we climb the ladder of
existence; its scope is greater in Life than in Matter, freer in Mind
than in Life. European thought already tends to posit behind all
manifest activity an Unmanifest called according to intellectual
predilection either the Inconscient or the Subconscient which
contains more and in a way unseizable to us knows more and
can more than the surface existence. Out of this Unmanifest the
manifest constantly emerges.

Again we return towards an ancient truth already known
to the Vedic sages, — the idea of an inconscient or subconscient
ocean of being, the ocean of the heart of things out of which the
worlds form themselves. But the Veda posits also a governing
and originating Superconscient which accounts for the appear-
ance of a hidden consciousness and knowledge pervading the
operations of Evolution and which constitutes the self-acting
Law and Truth behind them.

The theory of materialistic evolution led naturally to the idea
of a slow and gradual progression in a straight line. It admits
reversions, atavisms, loops and zigzags of reaction deflecting the
straight line, but these must necessarily be subordinate, hardly
visible if we calculate by ages rather than by shorter periods of
time. Here too, fuller knowledge disturbs the received notions. In
the history of man everything seems now to point to alternations
of a serious character, ages of progression, ages of recoil, the
whole constituting an evolution that is cyclic rather than in one
straight line. A theory of cycles of human civilisation has been
advanced, we may yet arrive at the theory of cycles of human
evolution, the Kalpa and Manwantaras of the Hindu theory. If
its affirmation of cycles of world-existence is farther off from
affirmation, it is because they must be so vast in their periods
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as to escape not only all our means of observation, but all our
means of deduction or definite inference.

Instead of slow, steady, minute gradations it is now sug-
gested that new steps in evolution are rather effected by rapid
and sudden outbursts, outbreaks, as it were, of manifestation
from the unmanifest. Shall we say that Nature preparing slowly
behind the veil, working a little backwards, working a little
forwards, one day arrives at the combination of outward things
which makes it possible for her to throw her new idea into
a realised formation, suddenly, with violence, with a glorious
dawning, with a grandiose stride? And that would explain the
economy of her relapses and her reappearances of things long
dead. She aims at a certain immediate result and to arrive at it
more quickly and entirely she sacrifices many of her manifesta-
tions and throws them back into the latent, the unmanifest, the
subconscient. But she has not finished with them; she will need
them at another stage for a farther result. Therefore she brings
them forward again and they reappear in new forms and other
combinations and act towards new ends. So evolution advances.

And her material means? Not the struggle for life only. The
real law, it is now suggested, is rather mutual help or at least mu-
tual accommodation. Struggle exists, mutual destruction exists,
but as a subordinate movement, a red minor chord, and only
becomes acute when the movement of mutual accommodation
fails and elbow-room has to be made for a fresh attempt, a new
combination.

The propagation of acquired characteristics by heredity was
too hastily and completely asserted; it is now perhaps in dan-
ger of being too summarily denied. Not Matter alone, but Life
and Mind working upon Matter help to determine evolution.
Heredity is only a material shadow of soul-reproduction, of
the rebirth of Life and Mind into new forms. Ordinarily, as a
constant factor or basis, there is the reproduction of that which
was already evolved; for new characteristics to be propagated in
the species they must have been accepted, received, sanctioned
in the vital and mental worlds; then only can they be automati-
cally self-reproduced from the material seed. Otherwise they are
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private and personal acquisitions and are returned into the State
exchequer, the treasury of the subconscient, and do not go to
the family estate. When the mind-world and life-world are ready,
they are poured out freely on fit recipients. This is the reason
why it is predisposition that is chiefly inherited. The psychical
and vital force in the material principle is first impressed; when
that has been done on a sufficient scale, it is ready for a general
new departure and an altered heredity appears.

Thus the whole view of Evolution begins to change. Instead
of a mechanical, gradual, rigid evolution out of indeterminate
Matter by Nature-Force we move towards the perception of a
conscious, supple, flexible, intensely surprising and constantly
dramatic evolution by a superconscient Knowledge which re-
veals things in Matter, Life and Mind out of the unfathomable
Inconscient from which they rise.
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